
Extracted from AusDBF  TECHNIQUE VIDEO  

Setup for catch  -  rotation outside shoulder forward and inside shoulder back then lean forward 

(body fully stretched with outside shoulder over outside knee), top hand over bottom hand, 

straight bottom arm, straight or slightly bent top arm and chest open inside the boat so head is 

looking across boat.   

 

 

Catch  - spear blade into water by pushing downwards with top arm, driving the inside shoulder 

forward and downwards.  Commonly referred to as “Down on the catch”. 

 



Power phase (first half)  -   Starts when blade is fully immersed in water.  Push downwards with 

inside hand, drive inside shoulder and arm forward and down which “uncoils” the body. Push off 

your dominant (forward) leg so the leg is assisting your body to power the blade.  Both arms 

locked during whole power phase. 

 

Power phase (second half)  -   Continuation of the first half of the power phase but includes 

“sitting up”.   Weight (power) comes off the paddle when bottom hand is halfway down thigh.  

Power phase (ends)  -   when paddler is sitting up vertical, shoulders are parallel to seat and 

bottom hand never passes the hip.  Top hand should finish at lower chest height but away from 

the chest itself.  

 



Exit –  starts mid-thigh and end next to hip so blade is just behind the hip.  Top hand moves 

slightly inside the boat moving the blade sideways away from the boat.  Body should be vertical 

and relaxed.  Exit should be fast and a J shape (not a D shape). 

 

Recovery (Air Work)  - Whole body should be relaxed and have a rest between strokes.  It is also to 

prepare or “set up” for the next stroke.  Arms move upwards and forward bringing the body to a   

stretched forward position, twisting at the hips so chest is facing inside the boat.  The blade should 

be parallel with the side of the boat reducing wind resistant during the return.   

 

(9:48 to 14:34) 


